MEETING SUMMARY July 15, 2020

Date and Time:

Wednesday, 15 July 2020 at 4:00pm Mountain time

Where:

Online: Zoom

Committee Attendees: Joe Dehn, Ed Fochler, James Gholston, Andrew Kolstee
Other Attendees:

none

The meeting was called to order at 4:05pm Mountain time.
Records of Past Meetings: The minutes of the 1 July meeting were approved.
Templates: Andrew reported that he created a new template for navigation boxes at
the bottom of an article; this handles common features of boxes of this type like the
ones for articles relating to a state party. There was further discussion of
automatically including a link to the "Publications of X" category in info boxes for
people for whom such a category exists; Andrew worked on this during the meeting
and reported that it seems to be working.
Privacy Policy: It was noted that we now have a privacy policy page but it might
need some improvements; it was suggested that we all review it.
Site Statistics: Ed reported that traffic had risen to about 142 users/day, and that
there are now just under 12,000 pages fully indexed by Google. Joe reported that he
and James had been able to retrieve some article/file counts from past years using
the Wayback Machine, and this information was used to expand the graph that was
included in our convention handout. Ed will check our robots.txt file to ensure it
allows the Wayback Machine to keep archiving the page containing this information.
Nolan Collection: Ed reported that he sent a followup note to Joe Buchman.
Convention: Ed reported that he set up an HPC table in Orlando but it did not get
much traffic. He had the handout available at the table but he was not aware of it
being distributed more widely. No material was brought to be scanned or donated.
Joe said we need to be on the lookout for material relating to this convention that

should be saved, mentioning specifically recordings of the Zoom sessions and the
original (unedited) YouTube streams. James said we also need to find out if anybody
collected copies of all the material that was distributed to delegates.
Future Meetings: The next meeting is scheduled for 5 August 2020.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:37pm Mountain time.

